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Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about 
this? 

Word of mouth 
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Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn) 
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Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Word of mouth 
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First name  

Last name  

Address  

Town   

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Other:  Vlub 
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Email address  

How did you find out 
about this? 

Community newsletter 
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From: Macedon Ranges Shire Council - do not reply <noreply@openforms.com>
Sent: Thursday, 3 June 2021 10:50 PM
To: Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Subject: Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback (2021/22)
Attachments: Response to MRSC draft budget_ .docx

Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback 
(2021/22) 

Have your say 

Please share your feedback. 

If you would prefer, you can also upload a 
written submission here 

Response to MRSC draft budget  
.docx 

Do you wish to speak at the Council 
Meeting on 16 June in regards to your 
submission? 

No 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about this? 
eNewsletter 
Word of mouth 

060



As  of the  , I was pleased to read of the proposed allocation 
of $348,000 for work on the roof of the two story bluestone building (former Bank of NSW) in the 
Kyneton Museum precinct. This work is urgently needed and I commend Council for this decision.  

I was also pleased to see that the initiatives to improve the built environment of the Shire include 
“Progress with the design/planning program for Kyneton Museum”. (p22) 

In the context of enhancing the Social and Economic environment I endorse the proposals for a 
“program of performance, visual arts, cultural and heritage events” and the plan to “Foster historical 
interest, preserve and collect social history items, and present contemporary exhibitions and public 
programs at Kyneton Museum.” (p24).  

I believe that the Museum also plays a role in promoting community health and wellbeing through 
the active team of volunteers and “Friends” who provide “hands on“ support and financial support 
for the Museum. Many of those of involved are older members of the community for whom this 
provides a sense of purpose and social connection.  

I would also like to commend Council on the decisions to commit to a full time Heritage Planner 
position and to a Macedon Ranges Shire Thematic Environmental History.  

All of these decisions reflect Council’s commitment to valuing, celebrating and protecting the 
considerable heritage assets of our part of Victoria. 
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Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Community newsletter 
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Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about this? Word of mouth 
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Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Other: Tennis Club membership 
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in regards to your 
submission? 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address   

Town   

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Word of mouth 
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Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Word of mouth 
Other: this being the draft plan or the need for light 
solution, we use the New Gisborne Tennis courts 
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From: Macedon Ranges Shire Council - do not reply <noreply@openforms.com>
Sent: Friday, 4 June 2021 5:00 PM
To: Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Subject: Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback (2021/22)
Attachments: Budget Submission Letter.docx

Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan 
feedback (2021/22) 

Have your say 

Please share your feedback. 

If you would prefer, you can also upload a written 
submission here 

Budget Submission 
Letter.docx 

Do you wish to speak at the Council Meeting on 
16 June in regards to your submission? 

No 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about this? Word of mouth 

071





significant risk that someone may be injured because the building is not up to 
building code.  

 

When reviewing the Draft Budget for 2021/22 the $200k does not appear in the 
carried forward items.  
ACTION: MRSC to update the Draft budget to include this amount in the carried 
forward items 
 
When reviewing the Capital and Recurring Programs and Projects we can see that 
there has been projects set aside for Kyneton Rifle Range for Clubrooms renewal 
and toilets renewal.  We cannot see Woodend Golf Club mentioned here at all. We 
would like Macedon Ranges Council to explain how Kyneton Rifle Range has been 
prioritised above Woodend Golf Club when: 

a) Woodend Golf Club has 255 members, much higher than the membership of 
any club affiliated with Kyneton Rifle Range 

b) Our membership includes 30 juniors, many women, people of all ages and 
people with physical and intellectual disabilities 

c) There was no mention of Kyneton Rifle Range in the 2020/21 budget 
Action:  MRSC to explain how the Kyneton Rifle Range clubroom and toilet has 
been prioritised over the Woodend Golf Club given the greater community benefit 
and greater diversity and inclusion of our club.  
 
Regards 

 
 
 
 
  



Appendix 1.  Extract from Budget Report 2020/21 

The below image is an extract from the 2020/21 budget report.   
Note that Woodend Golf Club is listed for Club House Works.  As mentioned we 
have see no evidence of any works being completed.  
Also note that there is no mention of Kyneton Rifle Range.  

 
  



Appendix 2.  Extract from Draft Annual Budget 2021/22 

The below image is an extract from Carried Forward Items in the Draft Annual 
Budget 2021/22.   
Note that there is no item for Woodend Golf Club, Club House Works.   

 

 

  



Appendix 3.  Extract from Draft Annual Budget 2021/22 

The below image is an extract from Capital Recurring Programs and Projects Items 
in the Draft Annual Budget 2021/22.   
Note that there is no item for Woodend Golf Club, Club House Works.   
Note that Kyneton Rifle Range is listed for Clubrooms renewal and Toilets renewal.  
We would argue that there is less community use and by a less gender and age 
diverse range of community members of the Rifle Range than there is of the 
Woodend Golf Club.  

 



Appendix 4.  Extract from Draft Annual Budget 2021/22 

The below image is an extract from Potential Future Capital Projects Items in the 
Draft Annual Budget 2021/22.   
It appears that the work to bring the clubhouse up to building code that was planned 
for 20/21 was not only not completed but also not carried forward and has now gone 
from a committed project in the previous year to a “potential” project with no 
committed timeframe.  
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Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn) 
Word of mouth 
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From: Macedon Ranges Shire Council - do not reply <noreply@openforms.com>
Sent: Sunday, 6 June 2021 11:35 AM
To: Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Subject: Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback (2021/22)
Attachments: MRSC_ _Draft Budget Submission.pdf

Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan 
feedback (2021/22) 

Have your say 

Please share your feedback. 
Please find attached the submission from 
the New Gisborne Tennis Club 

If you would prefer, you can also 
upload a written submission here 

Draft Budget 
Submission.pdf 

Do you wish to speak at the Council 
Meeting on 16 June in regards to 
your submission? 

Yes 

Tell us about you 

First name   

Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about this? Other: Speaking to a MRSC employee 

079
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5 June 2021 
 
 
Mr Bernie O’Sullivan 
Chief Executive Officer 
Macedon Ranges Shire Council 
PO Box 151 
Kyneton  
VIC 3444 
 
 
Re: DRAFT ANNUAL BUDGET 2021 / 2022 
 
 
Dear Bernie 
 
The thanks you for the opportunity to comment on the 
MRSC’s 2021-22 Draft Budget.    
 
This submission is focused on a step in the staged implementation of the 2016 Master Plan and is 
requesting funds be allocated to the New Gisborne Tennis Club Lighting Project to install LED 
lighting on two courts & upgrade to LED lighting on the other two courts from Public Open Space 
South Reserve. 
 
Located behind Ross Watt Reserve in Station Road, the NGTC has seen a steady increase in 
numbers over the past few years with a current membership of 70.  This consists of senior and 
junior players, of both gender, who represent the Club in various summer and winter competitions.  

, the club coach, also coaches and trains over 75 children of all ages throughout 
the year.   The courts are utilised on a casual basis by members of the community, and the 
Gisborne Tennis Club also uses the New Gisborne courts on a Thursday as their home court.   
The recent increase in membership can be largely attributed to the standard of coaching offered 
by Scott, and the subsequent enjoyment families are finding in playing such an inclusive, all-
abilities sport. 
 
However, the current lighting scenario is severely hampering the Club’s ability to grow and to offer 
the facilities to an ever-increasing New Gisborne community.   
There are no existing lights on Courts 1 and 2, with the obvious impacts being they cannot be 
used by New Gisborne or other clubs for night tennis competition (both social and competitive), 
cannot be utilised by coaches and cannot be used by the increasing number of people with 
flexible working arrangements who might find night time a suitable option. 
 
Courts 3 and 4 are currently lit by 1000 Watt halogen tennis lights.  The proposal to replace these 
with new 500 Watt LED Sports Lights has a number of benefits, including a 50 percent reduction 
in power usage compared to the existing halogen globes.    The current globes incur an ongoing 
maintenance cost as around 2-3 need to be replaced each year.  Not only does this come in the 
form of paying for an electrician and scissor lift, at a cost of $300 – 400 per job, but the courts are 
left in suboptimal playing condition while waiting for the replacement job to take place. The Club 
currently meets all operating and maintenance costs.  
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This project falls firmly within the priorities of Health and Wellbeing in the Council Plan.  While 
facilitating physical activity, improving the use and accessibility of the current courts will also foster 
social connection and inclusion.   The movement from halogen to LED lighting will result in lower 
operating costs for the club and has a clear and direct environmental benefit through substantially 
lower power usage. 
 
In reviewing the MRSC Draft Budget, we note with particular interest the $280,000 commitment to 
the Gisborne Tennis Club’s lighting replacement project.  Steady development has occurred in the 
New Gisborne region in recent years resulting in financial contributions to Councils Public Open 
Space cash reserves.  This includes adjacent to Baringo cafe, adjacent to Saunders Rd/Station St 
intersection, Ferrier Road and an increased population growth and tennis court usage. 
 
I enclose a letter of support from the  supporting this 
proposal.  It is vitally important to increase the number of lit tennis courts to permit night tennis to 
support the growth of tennis in the Macedon Ranges. 
 
We understand the Regional Sports Precinct project has a high profile and focus, however the 
current Council assets need continued maintenance and improvements.  It should also be noted 
that the NGTC Lighting Project will have no impact on other projects in the draft budget and can 
be delivered in 21/22 financial year. 
  
The table below presents the overall budget requirement.  Attached to this submission are quotes 
for the installation of lights on Courts 1 and 2, and the upgrade to lights on Courts 3 and 4. 
 

Project Stage Cost Estimate* Timing 

Courts 3/4 upgrade to LED lights 
- Replace existing halogen light boxes with LED 

(per attached quote) 
- Mains power and switchboard have been 

inspected and are suitable 

- 20% allowance for price escalation and 
contingency 

$27,270 3 months from funding 

Courts 1/2 new light towers 
- New light towers per attached quote 
- Allowance for new switchboard and run mains 

power $3,000 

- 10% allowance for contingency 

$67,070 6-9 months from 
funding 

 
TOTAL 

 
$ 94,340 

 

* No allowance for council permitting, project management or other internal charges. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to a positive outcome. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Attachments: 
 

1. Letter of support –  
2. SES Lighting & Electrical Services Quote 921 – conversion of existing lights to LED 
3. SES Lighting & Electrical Services Quote 960 – new lights – Courts 1&2 (quote incorrectly 

references courts 3&4) 



 

 

 

5th June 2021 

RE:  NEW GISBORNE TENNIS CLUB – COURT LIGHTING 

 is writing to offer our support to New Gisborne Tennis Club (NGTC) in their 

pursuit to improve and upgrade the court lighting facilities at their venue. 

NGTC is a very committed club in supporting the numerous tennis competitions on offer through the  and also 

plays a very active role on the  committee. 

NGTC has had a resurgence of member growth over the past 12-18 months and is now serving a number of junior 

players and teams in both coaching and in competition play.   

The currently runs 3 night competitions (Thursday Night Open, Wednesday Night Women’s comp and Friday 

night juniors).  Thursday night competition has had tremendous growth in participation numbers over the past few 

years and the new Wednesday night competition kicked off its first season in Autumn 2021, which is proving already 

to be very popular, and is also likely to grow quickly over the next few seasons.  Given this growth in tennis participation, 

MRTA needs to fully utilise all current courts in the shire to meet the demand.  NGTC currently only has 2 courts under 

lights which means that it is only possible for them to have a maximum of 2 teams in any of these competitions. 

Coaching numbers have also grown significantly at NGTC under head coach  from  

, however it will be difficult to grow his business any further at this point due to only 2 courts being 

under lights.  Junior’s coaching is delivered during week days after school hours, it is just as important to support this 

cohort of players, to enable them to participate in a sporting activity, get the best out of their tennis and reach their 

full potential.   would like to grow coaching numbers and provide employment opportunities for new coaches in 

the area. This will be difficult in the winter months as it is dark by 5:30pm and only limited coaching numbers can be 

accommodated on just 2 courts. 

Without access to all of their courts during night time hours, I cannot see how NGTC can either retain members or grow 

their club. 

This also has serious knock on effects for other clubs in the , as we rely on access to all courts across all venues 

for our competitions to run successfully and to meet the current demand.  Thursday night comp is already at fully 

utilised court capacity for most venues and some other venues do not have enough courts under lights to sustain their 

own teams, these clubs look to other clubs to host matches and share courts. 

Given that there are no plans in the MRSC strategic plan to build any new tennis courts in the foreseeable future, we 

really need to upgrade and maintain the courts we currently have and that includes getting all available courts under 

lights for full utilisation.  New Gisborne is a fast growing area and night tennis is proving to be a popular sport. 

I really hope that NGTC is successful in their quest to secure funding to upgrade the lighting on their 2 existing courts 

and to be able to add new lighting for the other 2 courts.  

Please contact myself or the  for any further assistance in this matter. 

 

Kind Regards, 
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Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Other: email 
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Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Word of mouth 
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Council Operations staff) in the next 2 years and I ask that 
these be budgeted for in the current draft Budget for 1921-
22. It is regrettable that actions like spoils management and 
restoration rely on large dollar amounts ($50-100,000) and 
have to be medium or l ong-term rather than being given a 
higher priority. 

If you would prefer, 
you can also upload a 
written submission 
here 

 

Do you wish to speak 
at the Council 
Meeting on 16 June 
in regards to your 
submission? 

No 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out 
about this? 

eNewsletter 
Shire Life magazine 
Word of mouth 
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From: Macedon Ranges Shire Council - do not reply <noreply@openforms.com>
Sent: Sunday, 6 June 2021 4:40 PM
To: Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Subject: Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback (2021/22)
Attachments: Virtual Fencing.docx

Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan 
feedback (2021/22) 

Have your say 

Please share your 
feedback. 

The amount of wildlife hit and killed on the roads in 
the Macedon Ranges Shire is alarming both for the 
wildlife and for the occupants of cars and riders of 
motorbikes.  
The lack of signage of acceptable speed on some of 
the roads around Riddells Creek is disappointing and 
should be rectified. 

If you would prefer, you 
can also upload a written 
submission here 

Virtual Fencing.docx 

Do you wish to speak at 
the Council Meeting on 16 
June in regards to your 
submission? 

Yes 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out 
about this? 

eNewsletter 

088



 
 
1. Macedon Ranges Shire Council roads will be safer for wildlife and people if Virtual Fencing could 
be trialled in the Shire.  
 
The Virtual Fencing device is activated by approaching headlights, which causes it to emit a combination of sound and 
light stimuli that alert and repel animals from the road side. This alert system of audible alert and blue and yellow 
strobe-type LED lights are an innovative concept based on proven technologies. 
 
The devices are placed at 25-metre intervals on alternating sides of the road. They are triggered in sequence by the 
vehicle headlight as a car approaches along the road, forming a virtual fence. 
 
The Virtual Fencing system offers following benefits: 
  

• Proven reduction of accidents, injuries and fatalities 
  

• Outstanding cost-performance ratio 
  

• Low maintenance costs 
  

• High reliability and ruggedness 
  

• No obstruction of gene pool flow 
  

• No known habituation effect. 
Please consider Virtual Fencing for the Shire’s Roads. The Surf Coast Shire will be trialling the technology on a 
stretch of Forest Road near Anglesea. 
 Wildlife Safety Solutions | Virtual Fencing | Australia & Tasmania 

 
 

2.  Speed signs of 60 km per hour should be placed at regular interval along the dirt section of Gap Road Riddells 
Creek, and along Sandy Creek Road Riddells Creek and Shannons Road New Gisborne.  These roads are frequented 
by wildlife and speeding cars.    
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Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Other: Informed by council worker that we were included in 
the draft budget. 
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How did you find out 
about this? 

Community newsletter 
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From: Macedon Ranges Shire Council - do not reply <noreply@openforms.com>
Sent: Sunday, 6 June 2021 10:26 PM
To: Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Subject: Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan feedback (2021/22)
Attachments: Budget Response.doc

Draft Budget/Revenue and Rating Plan 
feedback (2021/22) 

Have your say 

Please share your feedback. 
As outlined in the uploaded document 
named Budget Response. 

If you would prefer, you can also 
upload a written submission here 

Budget Response.doc 

Do you wish to speak at the Council 
Meeting on 16 June in regards to 
your submission? 

No 

Tell us about you 

First name  

Last name  

Address   

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find out about this? 

Community newsletter 
Council's website 
Social media (Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, LinkedIn) 
Word of mouth 
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In addition to the above as follows: 
 
Services and Service Performance Indicators 
 
1/ Promote Health and Wellbeing. 
 
Re Children, Youth and Families the Budget appears to assume a ‘Status Quo’ on Income 
and Expenditure which defies the outlined population demographic growth. By default 
these numbers indicate a reduction in funding, so in what areas will this occur? 
 
Re Community Care the exiting of a number of Aged Care services is noted however 
what has driven the shortfall in expenditure recovery? Is this an example of 
unrecoverable costs due to cost shifting in the first place?  
 
Re Recreation there are positive signs that Council is moving to solicit income in these 
areas. 
  
Re Regulatory Compliance there is no real concern for what is necessary, but rather for 
the opportunity it creates for Cost Shifting from other Govt jurisdictions to Council. 
Some examples of Cost shifting can and do include School Crossing Supervisors, Some 
matters relating to Waste Water Management and the slashing of Roadsides for fire and 
hazard reduction. This budget appears to make NO attempt to exert change here and as a 
result a conservative 40% of the expected deficit ($690K approx) is simple washed 
through to the ratepayer. What are we doing about this? 
 
Service Performance Outcomes Indicators should also be explored for School Crossing 
Supervisors and certainly developed as a priority for Regulatory Compliance around 
Hazard Management and Roadside slashing. 
 
2/ Protect the Natural Environment 
 
Service Performance Indicators can no longer be limited to Waste Reduction and Waste 
diversion. Given its cost a measurement of outcome must be included for the Gisborne 
Fields project. Measurement also needs to include the Cool Changes program. Climate 
Change initiatives and Cool Changes programs are not a license to spend without 
accountability for cost/benefit outcomes within the parameters of local Govt jurisdiction 
and responsibility.  
 
Given the expenditure surrounding Resource Recovery and its measurement Council 
needs to include in its initiatives increased focus and messaging surrounding waste 
contamination and how we avoid it. We must see cost benefit returned to the ratepayer 
for the front end sortation of household waste. If you are going to measure it then you 
need to drive better outcome. The ratepayer doesn’t have continued deep pockets to pay 
the shortfall. 
 
 



3/ Improve the Built Environment 
 
With approx $12.8mil of deficit in the services of this Strategic Priority the two service 
performance outcome indicators measured doesn’t pass the pub test to say the least. 
Big cost area with little public measurement of outcome.  
 
Waste does go unchallenged.  
An example lies with Engineering, Roads and Asset Maintenance. Why did the initial 
stormwater work in Mahoneys Rd Riddells Creek require a complete rework? Who failed 
the ratepayer here and at what cost?  
How did Statutory Planning and Building not make requirements for the developers of 
the residential properties in the very same street meet stormwater discharge requirements 
in the first place? 
 
Many applications for residential development continue to be passed despite widespread 
growing opposition. This indicates regulation is not in step with society views yet this 
does nothing to deter Councils approach.  This is a must address. Failure to do so 
continues to ensure consistent turnover of Elected Representatives which leads to a 
destabilisation of Council and a discontent of the wider community. It also adds support 
costs in budgets as is evident with the turnover that has occurred in the last three (3) 
terms. 
 
 
4/ Enhance the Social and Economic Environment 
 
A tough area impacted significantly by Covid.  
 
More work needs to be done to enhance income opportunities once Covid and its 
restrictions dissipate. 
 
Council funding here should be supported with a measurement that surrounds local job 
creation.  
 
Closer scrutiny of initiatives is necessary particularly after this years attempt at the 
‘Autumn Festival’. This was poorly developed, poorly communicated and was sadly 
lacking in business participation and left the community as a whole bewildered. We have 
to do a whole lot better or assign it to the dustbin of history. 
 
5/ Deliver Strong and Reliable Government 
 
Re Information Services our expenditure is increasing yr on yr. Where are the 
productivity gains that can be measured against this upcoming yrs $500k increase? 
Technology cannot simply be a cost. It must demonstrate benefit. 
 
Re Finance and Reporting I raise concern that income is diminishing yr on yr yet costs 
are increasing. It is impossible to accept capped rates as a reason whilst residential 



constituents are rated under CIV. This makes a mockery of the whole capped rates 
question when residential properties values are increasing at the rate current. 
 
What are our supplier cost measurements? How orientated are we to promoting and using 
local suppliers?  
 
Overall Service Performance Outcome Indicators for Statutory Planning should be altered 
to include a Community Satisfaction outcome in the same way Governance and Roads 
outcomes are. Gone are the days where this department’s service outcome is only 
measured on positive outcomes in VCAT. 
 
Financial Statements 
 
This Budget outlines $26mil in Capital and Operating Grants. As outlined in opening 
observations how many of these are locked in as against those that are not yet confirmed?  
Money will not be as forthcoming from Federal and State Govts given the ramifications 
of Covid so there is a threat to this year’s surplus and the forward estimates should funds 
not be made available. Is there a contingency?  
 
Summary of Planned Human Resources Expenditure 
 
The Budget employee numbers indicate 404 in total. This is way short of what was 
outlined at the recent Community Vision Assembly but I note that there will be a 
reduction in numbers now that the ‘Working for Victoria’ program has ended which had 
a contribution of some $3mil to employee costs.  
What I cannot see is what those total employee numbers were and what the added 
contribution was we got from them. In any case the employee cost reduction does not 
Nett off as there appears to be at least a $1.3 mil shortfall. 
 
The Summary of Planned Human Resources spending indicates some $3.961mill is 
assigned to Casuals, Temporary and Other Expenditure. The budget assigns 39.4 people 
to this expenditure. In anybodies language this proportions $100K to each position. 
Doing what and in which department?? At 10% of the total HR spend this requires more 
detail and far more transparency that what it currently has. 
 
Capital Works Program 
 
More Cost/Benefit analysis is required for the Shared Trail project. 
In addition to the State Govt grant there is $1 mil from Council Cash and another $1.5mil 
in borrowings. This is significant lead in the saddle bag. What are the ongoing costs to 
the ratepayer going to be to maintain the Shared Trail and where are those costs allocated 
in the forward estimates.  
 
The forward estimates/projections of the Budget require further detail and commentary 
around the $10mil borrowing in 2022/23 for the Macedon Ranges Regional Sports 
precinct. Cost blow outs are front of mind here with Material and Labour component 



costs increasing significantly during Covid. Further discussion with the State Govt on 
additional funding is now required given the change in landscape. Things have changed 
dramatically economically since they stumped up the promised funding in the lead up to 
the 2019 election. 
 
Capital Works funding appears disproportionate to ratepayer contributions particularly in 
the East Ward. Why is that and when can we expect our share? Street Tree plantar boxes 
and fence picket replacement offers little in the scheme of things.  
 
Capital Works Carried Forward fails to identify the Footpath work on Bolithos Rd from 
Main Rd to Mahoneys Rd. This was allocated in last year’s budget but not undertaken. 
This is not the first time things have not carried over. Footpath/Footbridge work over the 
Main Drain/Murnong Creek adjacent the Bakery allocated two years ago simply 
disappeared. 
 
Rates 
 
The General rate for residential properties, whilst decreasing does not go far enough and 
in these tough times it questions the moral thread of Council. 
With property values increasing significantly again this year and Council enjoying the 
now yearly valuation cycle there is again no respite for Residential ratepayers under the 
Capital Improved Value model. I anticipate a minimum 8%-10% increase as a result and 
this comes after a 10.43% increase just in the General Rate last year. Your assessment of 
an average 3.2% (including Waste) is spin and will, like last year, be way off the pace.  
 
Ask yourselves what year a Residential Ratepayer on an 800 sq m block is asked to pay 
$3500 in rates. With no end in site to property price increases I’ll guarantee we get there 
well before the expiration of the current budget forward estimates. 
 
The 3% increase in Municipal charge reinforces the concerns about unaddressed Council 
Admin bloat. This is a definite blight on this Council particularly at a time where 
increased property values are providing you with a windfall.  
 
As to Kerbside Collection and recycling a 16.94% increase this year demonstrates we 
have been sold a real lemon on this. Your assessment outlined in the Executive Summary 
of an approx 10.7% increase per property for the three reasons outlined suggests you 
need to adopt a new payment concept. 
 
Your reasons are: 
 

• Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) levy on landfill increased by $42 per 
tonne 

• recycling costs greater when impacted by contamination 
• Higher cost to deliver kerbside collection service for rural properties. 

 



To be honest residents have never done more to avoid waste going to landfill. Recycling 
going to Landfill as a result of contamination is a messaging issue. If this is happening 
then it’s because you are failing us in direction. The money you are wasting with your bin 
police would be better spent on education. Councils own website is not adequate in its 
identifying of true recyclables. To many, hard plastics are all recyclable. It’s the same 
with some Tetrapaks. Many think they are all the same too. You have some work to do in 
this space yet this Budget is silent on a process and an appropriate measurement to go 
with it. 
 
As to collection costs for rural properties being higher does this suggest our whole area, 
45mins from the CBD, is rural or does this refer to residents within our Shire that are 
more remote on properties? 
 
The sooner you move away from the one size fits all levy approach to Kerbside collection 
the better. You should apply yourself to finding a user pays solution that rewards and 
rebates residents for improved outcomes or reduced collection volumes rather than 
punishing them for the ignorance of others’ failure to address.      
 
Conclusion. 
 
It is my view that this Budget needs some rework. It needs more detailed explanation to 
support its assumptions. It must reconsider the strength of the business cases that 
surround its borrowings given the changes in economic circumstances. It also needs to 
embrace change by implementing stronger measurement accountabilities and Key 
Performance Indicators in the Strategic Priority Service areas but……..above all it needs 
to embrace its ratepayers with more empathy on their cost contributions. Their pockets 
are no longer deep enough. 
 
Look forward to your response. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
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Last name  

Address  

Town  

Postcode  

Phone  

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Other: I walk  daily via the creek path. You would 
have to be blind to not see it! 
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Phone   

Email address  

How did you find 
out about this? 

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn) 
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